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1987 

 

 Yesterday I just so happened to come across a bit of information enlightening me to the 

fact that in the year 1987 a hot blue nova star exploded, for real, in the sky somewhere close 

enough to our little corner of the galaxy to be aware of it yet far enough to not be affected...or 

were we?....This simply leaves me in awe because of what the symbol of the bursting blue star 

has in recent years meant to me:  naming my current memoir “Blue Star Exploding”, my blue 

star (and red hearts) tattoo, Blue Star Fuel Company on the site of my defunct yet sacred old 

1970’s nesting grounds, how it all pertains to a timeless love story and my dreamed-up idea of 

the explosion of the—yes—blue star, which I kind of thought of as the ancient earth star, and 

which I imagined propelled countless souls out through time and space, through separated 

illusions until they find their way back home to love, where they are one.  

 This has all been explained, with more clarity and timing, in my life and my work and, the 

way the blue star form surfaces in all the sacred spots in my world , it simply blows me away 

because intellectually I had absolutely no idea of the actual explosion that allegedly took place 

in the sky earlier in my life; yet, on some other level I did know, I could FEEL it, I swear, 1987 was 

a major transition year in my world (and in how many others?) where everything, yes, 

EXPLODED: my perceptions completely shattered and taking on a whole new dimension.  I 

actually perceived this as an explosion of sorts, or an implosion wherein zillions of angels and 

demons and various spiritual creatures were released like magic into the atmosphere, and it 

affected me deeply and permanently.   

 That particular year, over a quarter century ago, I was smack in the center of the “Blue 

Star” story (the story which covered decades and infinite incarnations and which I recently 

recorded in memoir and named) without even being consciously aware of it:  enough years 

away from an ancient love affair for it to indeed feel ancient, but still decades from the ongoing 

saga where it transitioned from memories to dreams and then back into our everyday existence.  

The story was telling itself, in timeless fashion; an ongoing natural occurrence just like that hot 

blue star which exploded somewhere in the night within that insanely mystical year where I lost 

a part of myself forever and yet a familiar stranger emerged, peeking its head up through my 

consciousness.  I really, really sensed the explosion of that aqua star, I felt it with every particle 

of my soul and it changed me forever.  Again, I was aware of that amazing cosmic occurrence 

without even realizing it; as though it exploded within me, the galaxy of my cells and invisible 

particles of all we’ve ever been.  In my heart I could feel it, smell the fire, and in my mind I could 
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see it, bits of star shrapnel and angel wings sailing off in every conceivable direction; everything 

in my life looked drastically different, like seeing through brand new fresh eyes, and has since 

never been the same.  How many more cosmic rendezvous, collisions and disturbances have 

played out within the radar of our psyches?  Personally speaking, I can say all of them, every 

single astral commotion stirs me deep within and supernaturally forms me into who I am and all 

I’ve ever been. 

 How many more stories, right now at this instant, are in the making within us, 

unawares? 

 Bottom line:  I always thought of it as an inner vision, a symbology of sorts, something 

that may have indeed happened somewhere in ancient universal history, that starry blue 

explosion:  it came from my heart of hearts and my mind’s eye.  Yesterday I discover that the 

explosion actually, within the laws of physics, took place, and did so in the earth year that my 

life emptied, detonated and shattered into pieces never to reform as they were.  And since time 

is purely subjective here when we’re talking about the far corners of space, it makes me wonder 

how many light years away this explosion actually took place and when in time it indeed 

happened in and affected our lives.  I don’t know how many more ways I can put it to show how 

mind-blowing this is...but I ask you, really, HOW COOL IS ALL THAT?!? 

 

 

I was just coming off a completely reckless, soul-rendering odyssey 

up and down the eastern seaboard 

Where demons and angels writhed and battled in the sunlight  

and in the darkest back rooms at midnight’s calling 

Amtrak train rocking tracks out of New Orleans 

heading out across brown Texas plains somewhere near El Paso 

Hair oily and unwashed, wrapped in a cotton scarf  

Foot bandaged from a near-gangrene infection contracted from walking the streets 

of Daytona Beach barefoot in the rain  

and which uncannily resembled a snake’s bite 

Hobbling at wit’s end, spirit shredded 

homeless by choice because my dreams had been shattered  

and I left what little I had behind 

Spirit shredded, heart shamefully broken 

How will I make it?...I wondered...is my mind strong enough to handle 

the explosion of illusion and reckoning that has occurred? 
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What will I do?... 

At just that moment I looked up out the window 

to catch the fleeting sight of a billboard 

sprouted up out of bronze and beige mudflats 

in huge black capital block letters, 3 words, it said: 

PRAY.  IT WORKS. 

I took the message and put it in my pocket 

thinking maybe I’d make it one more day 

maybe long enough to get back to the coast 

where I still had a car and a motorcycle stored with friends 

who, at that point, were virtually strangers 

Back to give it my best, give it what I could 

Start up again in this life which had become as bizarre  

as one long acid trip 

and which had got me wondering:  

is this the long awaited flashback I thought I was jipped of?... 

(I was ready to demand my money back!) 

But it could not have been chemical shenanigans only 

because this strange ride encompassed all, everyone 

and went on and on and never stopped, like ghost stories 

wild perceptions, so intense, vivid and mystical 

with some invisible other intelligence  

orchestrating the entire production 

As I said, it never ended 

like reaching a plateau that leveled out over the years 

in view to higher dimensions, or those less dense and 

yet intertwined into our everyday 

But at that time the recognition was still so fresh and new, almost freaky 

My first no fractured glimpse over the horizon of time’s limitations 

Condensed, psychedelic versions of awareness blasting 

through everyday humdrum perceptions 

perhaps prompted along by the planets’ alignments 

and the blue nova star that had just exploded in the same year 

a quarter century ago, in 1987 

(I was driving an old Chevy Nova that year, come to think of it) 

Maybe it all indeed helped to propel the madness 

like forbidden secrets of the universe spilling out 
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violently upon the terrain of our lives 

and mine was especially littered 

I could feel it so desperately and see things invisible to others 

They say that in order for the rebirth of a spirit to occur 

death must happen first, like the lightning bolt striking the tower 

Turmoil and then disintegration for awareness anew, fresh growth 

And many times this transformation requires a jolt to the senses 

emotional trauma, decimating blow to the heart 

In my case during that wild and intoxicating year 

it was a man—surprised?...right... 

hardly...a boy, actually, but who’s counting? 

I had taken him in and loved him 

another steel rider orphan of romance 

And I guess my neediness, my temper, along with 

his perpetual chronic lies and cheating  

were a poisonous combination, deadly 

He packed up fast and left one day after sending me to the store 

I still remember the day, the details 

I remember what I was wearing—my shirt of pink, red & white roses 

“Take your time, buy another rose shirt” he said 

and then ran down the alley to the street to make sure 

I was out of sight before he started throwing shit down the stairwell 

left and right, to strap on his bike and haul-ass out of there 

When I returned and, little by little, noticed all of his belongings missing 

realizing that he was really gone, really, really 

running back to his original east-coast-motherfucker existence 

a little part of my heart died right there and then 

I mean I know people always say that, but  

it really, really did, never to be resuscitated again 

This guy just came out of nowhere, a familiar stranger 

and he said he loved me 

He hadn’t planned to stop, breaking down in my neighborhood 

staring right through me from around the corner 

standing back to get a better view 

and unknowingly bringing with him some heavy ancient karma 

He meant something to me that no one ever really got 

and that I, to this day, don’t fully understand 

And at the time maybe I couldn’t see the karmic implications 
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although I was fast getting the drift 

and perhaps I did not then also make the connection 

of something similar I had done 

to someone very special many years before— 

never minding the different reasons or intentions— 

It wasn’t exactly the same but similar 

and the actions were too closely related to ignore 

And the heartache, the heartache, close to identical 

cosmic, searing damage, lasting 

At the time all of this was not computing in my feverish brain 

I just knew that I had to go and find him, look him in the eye 

Everyone thought I had lost my mind 

but I knew what had to be done 

and within 2 or 3 weeks I had given up everything I owned 

save boxes of poetry-filled notebooks, my motorcycle and car 

Packed up a small backpack, sleeping bag & boots 

and headed off to the heart of New Atlantis 

Existing one day, one hour or moment at a time 

somehow it seemed crucial to do it that way 

 

Did I find him?... 

About 4 weeks and 7000 miles later, yeah 

but that’s not the point here 

He meant very little though at the time I felt like dying 

He was merely the invoker of some insane initiation, unbelievable journey 

with customized road signs surfacing everywhere out of ether 

scattered out like the debris of some clandestine implosion 

free-floating messages, strange carnival of the psyche 

moving me along, speaking, pointing, guiding 

In one day, already too many to record 

and this was over 25 years ago, so how could I ever tell all? 

The boy I was after 

had a pink panther gumby-style doll on his handlebars 

he had given me one just like it 

So it was that little pink blob I was looking for 

amidst endless miles of grey steel and chrome 

and I swear that little ol pink face paved the way, guided me 

materialized everywhere, surfaced in every form 
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at just the precise moment and just the right junction 

keeping time, winking, pointing, grinning, guiding me to safety 

(a year or 2 later I discovered the panther to be a symbol 

of Christ-like love, and pink to be in frequency 

with the number 8, of justice & balance and the diamond-- 

another Christ-like symbol...hmmm...) 

And oh the endless curving streams of colorful signs and symbols 

everywhere, covering everything like dispatches  

from some psychical command central 

Numbers, words, music,  people and places 

Images, faces and so many ghoulish souls passing in the night 

This sensory magic, cosmic synchronicity 

made it into the airwaves around me 

Sound waves forming to deliver me messages from the void 

And everywhere I went, down each street, around every bend 

the songs spoke to me, spoke FOR me: 

the radio, someone’s tape player, a band on the beach 

a song hummed by a passerby, even elevator musak 

EVERY song that accosted my eardrum 

spoke what was happening at that moment 

that EXACT occasion, what I was thinking, feeling or 

about to say; the songs sometimes said the words  

just a second before they passed from my lips... 

I’m not sure if I could ever express or explain 

just how true and amazing this was 

I mean, it happens to everyone once in a while-- 

a song coming on the radio that describes exactly what is occurring-- 

but it’s usually just passed off as coincidence, simple synchronicity 

and never before have I heard another speak of the constant flow 

or bombardment of these wayfaring musical messages 

constantly, for weeks on end 

Like the very inner expressions of my soul were being broadcast 

on a special electricity into my realm of reckoning 

into my realm of reckoning and everything all around me...constantly 

This surreal audio language even overflowed 

into the awareness of another, on 2 occasions I am aware of 

I mean, twice someone else noticed how what I was saying or 

was wanting to say came at random over the sound waves 
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and both times they looked at me in mildly horrified chagrin, astonished 

like, whooaa, maybe we don’t want to fuck with her 

One of them said I was a witch... 

Sitting at a bar called Hootenannies 

around 3 AM, at closing, loaded, no one else there but 

the bartender and two other drunks 

One was a guy I had gotten high with a few days before 

in a house I could never find my way back to 

(I later met a girl who knew the same house and 

said she couldn’t find it again either) 

when I was on a quest for some refer, we met and started drinking 

I don’t remember if it was his house or how we ended up there 

but at a certain point he wanted to go down on me 

and I was just drunk enough 

and insecure about my femininity enough to go for it 

But I hadn’t completely lost my good judgment 

and I wouldn’t let him fuck me 

I knew I’d never see him again 

It was just one of those things 

Well this guy just so happens to surface out of the crowds 

onto that near empty, square-shaped bar 

in those half-conscious hours of closing time 

He was sitting across from me and getting awfully mouthy 

He was getting pushy and blatantly shouting at me   

things like, “COME ON PUT IT RIGHT UP HERE ON THE TABLE 

YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT COME ON COME HERE YOU KNOW YOU  

WANT IT BITCH COME HERE AND GIVE IT UP...” 

He was freaking me out and I responded 

by throwing out some fierce “FUCK YOU’s” and “don’t FUCK with me”  

and I kept saying “in your dreams, buddy, sweet dreams” 

over and over again I yelled at him “IN YOUR SWEET DREAMS” 

It was my only shield, to keep talking, using those words 

I didn’t want to stay but was afraid to leave 

thinking he might follow me out onto the dark street 

The encounter grew potentially violent 

The other drunk’s and the bartender’s eyes growing wide 

and then, a moment’s silence, me and the guy just glared at one another 

and, through that deafening silence, the jukebox being 
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of the old-fashioned kind that if not played would kick in 

a random gratis song every hour or so, well... 

in that perfect tiny fracture of a window of time 

to punctuate the uncertain silence, a record dropped...CLICK... 

prelude music building up dramatically to the first words of the opening line... 

“SWEET DREAMS...of you...” belted out by Patsy Cline 

The guy just looked at me with a fearful loathing 

and started freaking:  “you made that happen 

you made that happen” he spewed out over and over... 

“You made that happen and I know you’re a witch”, he said 

I just sneered triumphantly at him, feeling safe 

I mean I was as blown away as he was but 

it was a matter of self-preservation: 

“That’s right”, I snapped back, “and I told you not to fuck with me...” 

The guy backed off right then  

still stammering over the message and the supernatural way 

in which it was delivered as I made it out of there... 

The second time this sound wave oddity 

was shared with and witnessed by another 

I was in a different bar, one across the main drag, called Footprints 

a regular hang-out of the local Outlaw bike club chapter 

a happening spot, it was rowdy & rockin 

and, well, some incredible things were in the making that night 

I could go on and on with the stories 

especially now that I have the advantage of understanding 

the view looking back over a quarter century 

but let me just stick with the issue at hand here-- 

that raw phonetic magic spilling over from my isolated perceptions 

to another’s bewildered attention, comprehension 

I was just sitting there at the bar 

drinking my drink, minding my own business 

when a club member came up to me for a dance 

He wasn’t asking, he was telling 

and would not take no for an  answer  

I tried to turn him down, because of my hurt foot 

and because his old lady was sitting there watching 

sizing up the whole situation with slicing eyes 

I didn’t want no trouble, and didn’t feel like dancing 
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but he would not let up, probably used to always getting what he wanted 

he would not quit bugging me 

I finally went over to his lady and said “Look, I don’t want no trouble 

your old man keeps asking me to dance, and he won’t take no...” 

She just smiled a shifty cunning grin 

spun me around on my heels 

gave me a little shove toward her man & the dance floor 

and said matter-of-factly:  “GO DANCE!” 

So I was out there hobbling around on my bad foot 

doing the best I could to dance and deciding 

it was better than getting my ass kicked 

and all the while making sure the guy didn’t come on too strong 

partially cause he was kind of creepy 

and partially because his old lady was right over there 

like some strange kind of chaperone 

So we kept dancing, through many songs 

A band was playing and the man would not let me off the floor 

with his woman overseeing it all 

All I could do was keep moving & shaking, and keep saying: 

“Don’t give me no lines now, I don’t want to hear no lines... 

keep your hands to yourself too...” 

I kept saying this over and over 

because he was getting kind of loose, mouthy and grabby 

like it was all there for his taking 

I needed to show him he was not dealing with your average bimbo 

Amid the blurred blaring of the large crowd and 

all the rowdy barroom noises, we could not hear what song was playing 

Only the hazy, thundering primal beat of the bass & drums 

and we danced on through this loud, amebic frenzy of sound 

him still mouthing off & grabbing, his woman still staring 

and me with my continuous mantra, about not feeding me any lines 

and keeping his hands to himself 

At one point I was shouting it over the muddled blast of music and people 

Then suddenly, like time stood still for a split second-- 

just long enough for the ghostly media to come through-- 

all of the background noises muted down to a very low hum 

like curtains of mix-matched sound waves being parted for an instant 

for the delivery of this verbal letter, loud and clear 
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above our heads, the song from the band pierced through 

with these words, this message: 

“...SHE SAID DON’T GIVE ME NO LINES AND KEEP YOUR HANDS TO YOURSELF...” 

The rest of the tune disappeared again into illegible blotches of loud noise 

like someone or something had turned the volume back up 

He just stood and looked at me, this tough-assed 

flesh-eating outlaw biker, stopped in his tracks for an instant 

He froze and his eyes held shock as looked at me and said, “Whooaa..” 

I just smirked, by that time not so surprised 

He sobered up right then a bit I think 

and that was pretty much our last dance 

He finally released me, went running back to mama 

And I went on my own way, thankful 

that someone else had witnessed  

the incredible little phenomenon which was happening to me 

and that it had by now twice saved my ass 

from a potentially fucked up situation 

Did I mention this was during bike week in Daytona Beach? 

And so as such I waded and clawed my way through  

the seas of flesh and chrome in search of my heart’s prey 

And so went this strange sojourn 

up and down the eastern edge of the continent and 

the deepest edge of my world 

A nonstop bombardment of all my senses and my inner knowing 

while relying on nothing more than faith to carry me through each hour 

It’s like I was graduating to another level of consciousness  

right then, right there during those times, that wild wild ride 

Puzzle pieces were coming together uneasily 

and forming spellbinding petroglyphs of the psyche  

things which had previously been only hunches—unusual, tricky things 

were forming into ever-changing points of reference 

like a house of mirrors, kaleidoscope of dimensions 

And as I wandered through the crowds, always searching 

and wondering where the flowing tide of spirit would take me 

dead ringers of faces and names from my past swirled all around me 

like players in the drama of the life I had known 

I encountered some incredible souls 

It was all pretty amazing indeed, like one long colorful dream 
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And I drifted into some dark corners as well 

For sure witnessed the dark creatures that exist 

on various dimensions of space and time there 

I had found work in a couple of motorcycle shops 

one sold parts and accessories  

one, tee shirts and other biker paraphernalia 

where I stood at the open door and called people in 

screaming at the top of my lungs into the densely crowded street 

over the roaring thunder of thousands of bikes & millions of voices 

In a frenzy telling all the wonderful things the store had to offer 

like the self-appointed barker of some fanatical side show 

Pissing off some of my co-workers, but the boss loved it 

because hoards of people poured in and bought stuff  

I was sleeping in back of that tee shirt shop for awhile 

Back where other employees bikes were parked and one girl’s 

wild feline in a cage...was it a bobcat, leopard, panther?... 

I don’t recall but I do remember it pacing, pacing 

growling, clawing, gurgling and eye-balling me hungrily 

in my sleeping bag across the floor 

The girl with the wildcat was with a group from the Gulf Coast 

a stripper, but this was Florida, and everyone was a stripper 

Well this group of citizens didn’t like me much at all 

It seemed that my Lemurian presence 

crimped their steel-bladed New Atlantean style 

and especially this one fat guy, he was especially nasty to me 

Sometimes in the very early morning hours 

while I was dozing in my sleeping bag amongst the steel ponies 

he’d start up his bike, just to rev it, loud, above my head 

sometimes the tailpipe pointed directly at my face 

It was his way of saying fuck you, I’ll hurt you 

So one night soon after all that I got out of there 

off of Main Street, carnival of the amazing and absurd 

I shared a motel room north of town with some people 

and as I lay on the bed dozing in my alpha state 

feeling myself drifting up out of the motel room 

and across the hazy Atlantic sky, drifting, drifting 

I floated on over to the shop 

came down through the ceiling and hung in the rafters 
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and observed the circle of people gathered there 

All ones I recognized, they were huddled over something 

with slovenly concern, like money or drugs 

It was really really happening 

I was fully aware of the motel bed where my body lay 

but also of the people in that dark room miles away 

So I was floating up high and watching 

Remaining unobserved until the fat mean guy took notice 

tilted his head up just a bit and caught a glimpse 

And in a flash, in a terrifying instant, he shot up toward me 

shifting into the form of a snake as he did 

It was all so fast and strikingly vivid: 

His face, upon recognition of mine 

leaping, like a live reptilian spring, forcefully up into my space  

while changing into a snake and growing huger  

in one sweeping, spring-loaded, spiraling motion 

Stopping just short of my face, just a breath away 

Snake head, eyes & fangs bigger than life 

hissing at me, eye to eye, in his own vicious language saying “GET OUT” 

I bolted out of there and landed instantaneously back in the bed  

in a jolt of terror and with a frightened, graceless thud 

Eyes opened, heart pounding, shaking all over 

It was a horrifying true vision, one I’ll never forget 

Maybe this was the snake that “bit” my foot 

Afterall, I was wading through a reincarnated Gomorrah 

with serpents and other scaly creatures nipping at my heels with every step 

Well the next morning I went on back to work anyway 

to what was fast becoming a dismal den 

When I got there the mean fat guy, ol snake face wouldn’t look directly at me 

I could feel his contempt and truly believe those people  

saw me in the night, like a ghost, and did not abide 

like I came in through the hidden door 

unwanted and uninvited to whatever dark doings going on there 

For several days I had been asking around for some refer 

But no one would give or sell me any 

as they did not really know or trust me 

(the laws there were brutal, it was all so hush hush 

never out in the open, always hidden, unspoken, forbidden) 
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Well the mean fat snake face, on that morning after my astral visit 

put something down in a dim corner behind the counter where I was working 

then walked away, never saying a word, cold as ice 

I went over there and looked down to see a baggy full of green buds 

laid out in full view, with a long evil-looking blade laid across the top 

I was shocked that the weed would be left out like that 

in an environment paranoid of such things 

and then I realized it was like bate, a lethal dare, bating me in... 

The gesture was very bizarre, and in a snaky way, threatening 

And right as I realized what was happening 

a frenzied voice from a song on the store radio speaker screamed out 

something to the effect of:  “...YOU BETTER NOT TOUCH, BETTER NOT 

TOUCH, BETTER NOT TOUCH IT, HANDS OFF!!...” 

Which of course I didn’t 

I mean, I wanted to get high, but not enough 

to endanger my skin and my soul 

I pretended like that bag was invisible 

like I never even saw it, as snake face watched me 

and surely disappointing him as I walked away 

Shortly after that sinister little episode I moved on 

Left the other-worldly street bazaar, said my farewells 

collected my pay and hitched rides on up the seaboard 

to another town, through other states, another blind venture 

Eventually rolling down to Florida again 

and then heading back out west to Monterey Bay 

alone and facing the empty hole I left there 

realizing it would all never feel, look, be the same 

knowing in my heart I’d never see the boy again 

Yet it felt as though another presence waited there for me 

one I could not identify or see 

And like a lost and scared baby, that train rocked me gently 

as I, unknowingly, bridged the ancient link 

between empire Atlantis and the Motherland 

Landscapes swallowed up by the time/velocity machine 

I sat staring out the window 

and in stupendous awe reflecting, swallowing 

all I had done and seen 

I swear I would not have believed any of it 
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if it hadn’t all happened to me 

And it was on that remarkably peculiar, mystifying journey 

I learned the healing power of the golden present 

the timeless quality of existence: 

on any occasion in which I became weary, panicked, afraid 

I just instinctively embraced the moment 

lived in that particular heartbeat, telling myself: 

“You’re safe now, and now is all there is, so you’re safe always” 

And that was it, pure and simple 

my induction to the lodge of higher knowing 

my discovery of the universal key 

it was not obtained through disciplined meditation or learning 

but through pure animal survival 

And as steel wheels spun on ruthless tracks, clacking and sparking with friction  

the whole world became a foreign place, never to appear the same to me again 

And though I’d always been psychically charged 

always, with visions, dreams, premonitions 

and a peculiar way of knowing since as long as I can remember 

it had until that time been a patch work of mysteries 

the bigger picture never really fully clear to me 

Yet on that day I traveled back to the coast on a freshly tread plateau 

a causal frontier, numb and shaking 

like a butterfly emerging with wet and damaged wings 

like waking up from a long, sleep-filled dream 

I had gathered up the pieces 

of some all-inclusive extraterrestrial language 

And the ability to read those signs was for certain an unlikely beacon of light 

within the heart-wrenching dismay which had become my life 

And I longed to tell, to grasp all the free floating symbols 

and describe them in an amazing tale of raw, naked facts and unearthly connections 

But how could that ever be done?...I wondered 

when with every new breath another small miracle occurred 

The cosmic notes, a constant flow 

like stitches of a master weave 

which will never be complete, and never fully perceived 

Unfinished work, glorious transmutation, living art 

and to create it you simply just have to keep living 

and creating from your heart 
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Never knowing where to begin, there can be no ending to this story 

And this many years later it is still inside of me 

Still the premise of a wondrous perpetual mystery 

And, just like on that rocking cradle westbound train 

upon that long ago day 

When the brutal magic of living  

is too much to hold in my hands and my head 

when there’s too much beheld and not enough words to be said 

when the madness of life’s currents leave me spellbound and broken 

I just bow my head in recognition of our silent escorts 

I bow down my noisy mind 

and pray 

Emptying my every intention 

into the golden void  

so that my story will ramble on there 

written upon pages of Akasha 

recorded in the clouds and the stars 

and carried on into a fabled tomorrow 
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